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Jan-Willem Aarse to clean irrigation water

Scoop in the lisianthus for Floralis and Aqua4D

Tholen - Lisianthus Nursery Floralis's own words or the samples, says Jan-Willem Aarse. "We look like how it cleaner, more durable and can be better. So we 

were eighteen months ago one of the first with a OptiClear diamond unit in order to recycle as much water as possible. That's fine, we do not have fusarium and 

reasonably clean. But when we heard Aqua4D and the results it achieved in particular with the chrysanthemums, we were wondering what it could mean for the 

lisianthus. "

Jan-Willem Aarse top right, photo credit WaterIQ
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Aqua4D is a technology in which by means of electromagnetic radiation, the molecular structure of the irrigation water as it were, is returned to its original shape. 

Water can better solve the nutrients and the plant can then in turn better absorb both water and nutrients. In addition, this can harmful organisms in water pipes 

are less well multiplication and often improves the soil structure.

firmer

"If we steal the harvest, they are never completely uniform. One of the things that could possibly bring Aqua4D is providing more uniformity, "said Aarse. 

"Based on what we've seen so far - we have now played four rounds - the crop does seem to be something solid and we see something more flower buds."

Or a kind panacea which sometimes kept for Jan-Willem can not (yet) confirm. "We have not made any measurements on the crop. Moreover, should we rely 

on one subject (840 meters), and of course there are many factors that can play a role in the results. In particular, the year in which you measure tide plays. "

However, it so convinced that now is chosen to handle all the irrigation water. During the test was the Aqua4D unit in the uprising of a valve section. For a week 

or two, however, it moved to the water unit, just after the pump and he does the whole garden. "Irrigation water of good quality is very important and is 

becoming scarcer. Especially if, like us, drainage water reuse, you want to make sure it is properly seated. In combination with the WaterIQ system Aqua4D 

system can help us to keep the water so vital and clean as possible. "

Floralis lisianthus nursery has the scoop, the Aqua4D system is nowhere else used successfully in this crop group. "I am of the experiments," laughs Aarse. 

"We were among the first to OptiClear (he is now one and a half years), which we irrigation water - 100% recyclable - steering, rain and closed mixed. With 

Aqua4D we hope eventually to be able to deliver an even greater value. "  

For more information: 
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Floralis Lisianthus Nursery

Gantel Lane 8 
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